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Abstract: The radio frequency identification (RFID) protocols are vulnerable to various attacks from an active or passive adversary.
We shed light upon some existing security flaws in these delegation protocols. It is useful to mitigate many security weaknesses in
such delegation protocols to promote the acceptance of RFID tags. We propose that a scalable RFID delegation protocol will be against
traceability attacks with a stateful variant so that it provides the claimed security requirements. Compared with the previous schemes,
we emphasize three critical distinctions in our protocol. First, the reader and the tag decrease one bitwise XOR of the message and
reduce the computational complexity. Second, a solution to reducing the maximum search complexity can be that add two different
flags to the tags responses in order to distinguish delegation request fromdelegation update. Third, the number of exchanged flows
during different cases of our revision is same. Finally, the proposed scheme achieves scalability and untraceability property without
leading to a security collision.
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1 Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a wireless contact
that enables the reader to identify objects automatically in
a wide variety of environments.

RFID system mainly consists of four components:
tags, a set of online readers, a set of off-line readers, and a
backend database. Consumer products identification,
inventory control and contact less credit-card are the
applications where RFID devices are deployed [1,2].
However, the widespread application of RFID systems to
supply-chain management may expose challenging
security issues either to corporations or to individuals [3,
4]. Some lightweight authentication protocols [5,6] can
provide privacy conditions, but suffer from the scalability
issue in the large-scale RFID deployments. However,
other protocols have serious security and privacy flaws
that contradict with the security requirements. In [3],
Erguler et al. introduce the various attacks on the privacy
of RFID systems based on unbalanced state.

More precisely, a backend database requiring a linear
computational complexity brings up the scalability
problem. Adding the delegation mechanism may be a
solution to achieving the scalability property of the
proposed protocol.

Song et al. present an efficient RFID delegation
protocol [7] (the W0 scheme) that takes constant time to
identify a tag. The Habibi’s protocol [8] (the W1 scheme)
has scalability weakness and suffers from the backward
traceability attack. Another security and private analysis
on the W0 protocol is made by Erguler [9] (the W2
scheme). They present tag impersonation,
desynchronization, and traceability attacks on the W0
protocol. Afterwards, we show new security flaws in the
W2 protocol and prove that the update protocol is
vulnerable to backward traceability attack.

After analyzing various protocols, we conclude that
the best protocol should be designed in terms of
scalability and untraceability security [10]. Furthermore,
we propose a scalable RFID delegation protocol (SRDP)
which is partly based on the W2 protocol. The proposed
methods do not abandon primitive structure, nor do they
incur more computation complexity. Instead, our protocol
utilizes methods that have already been available in
protocol to improve protocol scalability. Except its
obvious advantage in identification efficiency, our
protocol also has advantages in security.

The remaining of the article is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses preliminary and related work and
points out the vulnerabilities in Erguler’s scheme. Section
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3 proposes the revision. Section 4 shows security analysis
and performance comparisons. At last, conclusions and
further work are given in Section 5.

2 Preliminary and related work

Many researches have been conducted to provide a
scheme for scalable RFID delegation. The goal in those
researches is to achieve the following requirements. We
aim to review Erguler’s scheme and show its weaknesses
in the remaining part of this section.

Secure communication schemes for constructing the
formal privacy models in the proof should provide some
security requirements [11], which are described as
follows:

(a)Resistance to impersonation attack
Impersonation attacks in stateful protocols can make a

tag (or reader) leak secrets to an adversary. An adversary
may eavesdrop communications and impersonate a tag (or
reader) using the compromised tag (or reader).

(b) Resistance to DoS attack
The protocol is vulnerable to DoS attack regardless of

the weakness of protocol in detail. DoS attack can be
achieved by malicious query. The protocol requires
updating-and-synchronizing states between the server and
the tag to prevent desynchronization attack.

(c) Resistance to tracking attack
Many privacy models have been proposed, which

require indistinguishability [12] and forward
untraceability [13].

The concept of untraceability is that an adversary can
not distinguish two different tags according to the given
messages of these tags. The concept of forward
untraceability is as follows: even if an adversary gets the
secret of a tag, he is not able to trace history messages of
that tag. In other words, a protocol achieves untraceability
if an adversary could not trace a tag by deducing from the
link among different rounds. This kind of tracking attack
must be taken into account in the analysis of RFID
protocols.

RFID protocol desires the following performance
requirements as follows [7]:

(a)Computation
Regarding the complexity of tag computations, a better

scheme takes less hash operations.
(b) Communication
The number of communication messages between a

tag and a reader should be reduced.
(c) Scalability
The server performs a tedious searchO(n) over the

list of all tag entries inDB. Such an exhaustive search
procedure brings up the scalability conflict. In general,
the verification of a tag takes onlyO (1) to find the match
in the look-up tables. RFID protocol needs such look-up
tables which comply with the large-scale RFID
applications while addressing scalability issues.

Table 1: A list of parameters and notations
Notation Description

T Tag
IDR+ Online reader identifiers
IDR− Off-line reader identifiers

DB The backend database
A Adversary

h() One-way hash function
e(), f (),g(),d() Keyed one-way hash

Req1(Req2) delegation request 1 (update2)
z a key shared byDB and tag
δ a stamp is computed byDB
k j = h(s j), computed byDB
‖ Concatenation operation
n The number of tags

c,m,m′ The value of a couter

In [14], Sharaf pointed out these flaws and later
modified the W0 scheme by applying the TCP/IP
three-way handshake protocol [15] in the secret update
and session termination.

It is useful to introduce a counter in the delegated
readers. Such a delegated mechanism will be effective in
ensuring controlled delegation and scalability property.At
the opposite of this mechanism, the proposal [16] has the
advantage of supporting controlled delegation without
needing a counter on the tag’s side. Fernndez-Mir et al.
propose the RFID protocol that not only achieves
controlled delegation but also improves the system
scalability [17].

2.1 Review of the W2 protocol

The following notations and a list of parameters are used
throughout the article in the TABLE I.

A recapitulative overview of the W2 scheme is
provided in Figure 1 for convenience.

Initial Phase: Each tag storesk,x and a counterc = m.
DB stores ˆs, k̂ and the identifiersx0,x1, · · · ,xm as the
corresponding entry, where ˆs and k̂ represent the most
recent previous values ofs andk, respectively.

Authentication Phase: The procedure of the
authentication phase is depicted as follows.

Case 1 (Tag Authentication)
1. DB can transmit random stringrR andIDR− to the

tag.
2. Upon reception ofrR and IDR−, the tag checks

whetherc equals to zero. If not, then the following steps
are performed:

(a) The tag calculatesδ = dz(IDR−‖k),
MT = fk(rR‖x‖δ ) and updatesx to ek(x‖z) and c to

c−1, wherek andδ are the key belonging to the identified
tag. Then it transmits(rR,MT ,x) to the offline reader.

(b) Upon reception of(MT ,x,rR), DB performs the
following steps.
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Fig. 1: The W2 scheme.

i. DB uses the receivedx to quickly search forxi and
identifies the tag in constant time.

ii. Checks thatMT = fk(rR ‖ xi−1 ‖ δ ). If the equation
is verified,DB authenticates the tag. Next, it reduces the
corresponding tags’ identifiers from{x0,x1, · · · ,xm} to
{xi,xi+1, · · · ,xm}.

iii. If x 6= xm, then the protocol terminates successfully.
Case 2 (Secret Update I)
iv. If x = xm,
A. The tag’s secrets are renewed:k′← k,
k ← gz(MT‖rR‖k‖x), m′ ← h(k), x′0 ← x, xi(1 ≤ i ≤

m)← x′i(1≤ i≤m′) wherex′i = e′k(x
′
i−1 ‖ z) for 1≤ i≤m,

wherex0 = x.
B. Computes Ms = gz(rR‖MT ) ⊕ (s‖k′‖m′) and

transmits(rR,Ms) to the tag.
C. Updates the secrets of the identified tag from

{k̂, ŝ,k,s,x0,xm} to {k,s,k′,s′,x′1,x
′
m}.

(c) Upon reception of (rR, Ms), the tag checks whether
c equals to zero.

i. If c= 0,T checks(s‖k′‖m′)=Ms⊕gz(rR‖MT ) using
k, rR andMT . If h(k) = k, T authenticatesDB successfully
and updates its secrets from{k,c} to {k′,m′}.

ii. If c 6= 0, suspends the protocol.
Case 3 (Secret Update II)
2. Upon reception ofrR andIDR+ , the tag produces a

random noncerT and checks whetherc equals to zero. If
yes, a step by step description is also given below:

(a) The tag calculates the messagesδ = dz(IDR+‖k),
M1 = fk(rR‖rT‖δ ) and M2 = rT ⊕ x. Then it transmits
(rR,M1,M2,SecReq) to DB.

(b) Upon reception ofrR, M1, M2 and SecReq, DB
implements the following steps.

i. Searches for a valuex = xm or x = x0 for which
M1 = fk(rR‖M2⊕ x‖δ ). Then DB finds the match and
authenticates the tag.

ii. If x = xm,
A. Then the secrets are renewed:k ← k′, k′ ← h(s′),

m′← h(k), x′0← x, xi(1≤ i≤ m)← x′i(1≤ i≤ m′) where
x′i = e′k(x

′
i−1‖z).

B. ComputesMs1 = gz(k‖rR‖rT‖M1)⊕ (s‖k′‖m′) and
Ms2 = dz(k‖Ms1).

C. Updates the secret of the identified tag from
{k̂, ŝ,k,s,x0,xm} to {k,s,k′,s′,x′1,x

′
m}.

iii. If x = x0, DB calculates
Ms1 = gz(k‖rR‖rT‖M1)⊕ (ŝ‖k‖m) and
Ms2 = dz(k‖Ms1), then transmits(rR,Ms1,Ms2) to the

tag.
iv. DB updates the secret of the identified tag from
{k̂, ŝ,k,s,x0,xm} to {k,s,k′,s′,x′1,x

′
m},

k = gz(M1‖rT‖rR‖k‖x), m′ = h(k) where
x′i = e′k(x

′
i−1‖z).

(c) Upon reception of(rR,Ms1,Ms2), the tag checks
whether(s‖k′‖m′) = gz(k‖rR‖rT‖M1)⊕Ms1. If h(s) = k,
T authenticatesDB successfully and updates its secrets
from {k,c} to {k′,m′}.

2.2 Vulnerabilities in W2 scheme

In this section, we show the security drawback of the W2
scheme and demonstrate that the Erguler’s protocol is
vulnerable to tag tracking attack.

We find that the W0 protocol suffers from tag tracking
attack under an assumption of a compromised delegated
reader scenario in [18]. The assumption is reasonable.
The delegated readers can be mobile devices such as
mobile phones, mobile computers, and a portable card
reader and so on. These readers have an access toDB and
work in offline model. Hence, it is not difficult for an
adversary to steal all the information by the lost or
dishonest reader. This possible security flaw apparently
makes the W2 protocol insecure. So an adversary
obtaining the secrets from a compromised reader can
easily verify a fake tag as valid. Indeed, due to these
potential risks, the protocols usually use temporarily
delegation model so that the delegated reader can identify
the tags with a limited number of times.
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In addition to this, the W1 protocol does not provide a
limited delegation mechanism: a delegated reader can not
know the specific number of the tags. Therefore, an
adversary can make rogue queries on a tag more than the
legal numbern that lead to DoS attack.

There are privacy attacks that an adversary can trace
tags from the number of protocol message flows. The
tracing attack violates the tag’s location privacy of the
protocol. Intuitively, a protocol satisfies untraceability
property if an adversary is not able to distinguish two
different tag’s outputs. The concept of untraceability is
used formally in security models, such as by Avoine [19].
According to [11], as a formal definition, forward
untraceability can be defined in terms of privacy
experiments.

Definition 1 (Forward untraceability) . In a complete
protocol, an adversary can not obtain the tag’s secret from
its responses without a valid reader.

2.3 Privacy experiment

Our scheme uses formal privacy model to evaluate the
privacy level of the W2 protocol. The adversaryA has
access to running the following oracles [1].

- OExecute(R,T,m, i): The adversary A passively
eavesdrops on the communication channel and monitors
exchanged messages between tag and reader in sessioni
of a truthful protocol execution.

- OSend(R,T,m, i): This oracle models the adversary’s
ability to block or modify the messagem that is sent from
R to T (respectivelyT to R) in sessioni of a truthful
protocol execution. It outputs the responser from T (R).

- OReveal(K): This oracle models the adversary’s
ability to expose the tag’s permanent information. There
is no point calling the reveal oracle on the same tag more
than one time.

- OTest(R,T, i) : This oracle models the untraceability
test. When this query is invoked for sessioni, a random bit
b ∈ {0, 1} is generated, and thenA is givenTb ∈ {T0,T1}.
Finally, A wins if it can correctly guess the bitb.

We define the adversary’s advantage of successfully
tracing the tag asUPriv.

The game played between an adversaryA and all
instances is divided into the following three phases.
Forward untraceability is presented by the following
game between the challenger (all instances in the RFID
system) and a polynomial time adversaryA. The
adversary is able to distinguish between two different tags
using above four oracles. The attack experiment consists
of three steps: The learning phase, the challenge phase
and the guess phase.

- Learning phase: A chooses two fresh tags(T0,T1),
andR. A makes queries onT0, T1, andR using the OSend ,
OExecute, and OReveal oracles for many times of its choice.
A continues callingOExecute queries onT0 and T1 in the
roundi. Finally, it obtains a transcriptψ0 andψ1.

- Challenge phase: A sends anOTest query on the set
{T0,T1}. A selects a random bitb ∈ {0,1}, A is given a
tag Tb from the set{T0,T1}. A continues calling any
OExecute andOSend queries.A makes queries onTb andR
by calling OExecute(T ,

b) in the next round. Finally, it
obtains a transcriptψ ,.

- Guess phase: If ψ , =ψ0, A guessesb = 0 and decides
T ,

b = T0, otherwise guessesT ,

b = T1.

AdvUPriv
A (k) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

pr(T
′

b = Tb)−
1
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

0≤ AdvUPriv
A ≤

1
2

The protocol is untraceable if the adversary’s
advantage is said to be negligible and converges to zero
using the security parameterk.

2.4 The traceability attack for the W2 scheme

We point out the disadvantage in location privacy of the
W2 scheme, namely traceability attack. The traceability
attack exists when the update procedure begins in the
Case 1 of the W2 scheme. TheCase 1 involves two
message flows: the flow (rR, IDR−) of sending by the
server and the flow of replying (rR, MT , x) by the tag. But
when the protocol turns into the update procedure,Case 2
or Case 3, it takes a third flow sended by the server for the
update. Therefore, an adversary can make precise area
location easier by analyzing this case. The formal analysis
is modeled in the following three phases.

- Learning phase: For a selected tag with pseudonym
Ti, A sends some random noncer to Ti by calling OSend

(r,Ti). ThenA repeats the previous step untilTi response
containsSecReq, demanding a secret update request and
drives T0 into Case 3 (c = 0) in Case 1. A continues
calling OExecute queries onT0 and T1 in the round i.
Finally, it obtains a transcriptψ0 with two flows
{(rR, IDR−), (rR,MT ,x)} or ψ1 with three flows{(rR,
IDR+), (rR, M1), (rR,Ms1,Ms2)}

- Challenge phase: A sends anOTest(T ,

b) query on the
set{T0,T1}. A selects a random bitb ∈ {0,1} and gives a
tag Tb from the setT0,T1 in sessioni+1 of the protocol.
Then A continues callingOExecute(T ,

b) and OReveal(T ,

b)
queries onTb andR in the roundi+1. Finally, it obtains a
transcriptψ ,.

- Guess phase: If ψ , =ψ0, A guessesb = 0 and decides
T ,

b = T0, otherwise guessesT ,

b = T1.
As a result,

AdvUPriv
A (k) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

pr(T ,

b = Tb)−
1
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

1−
1
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
1
2

Proof: It is obvious that the executed round between
DB and Tb has a transcript with three flows. Also, an
adversary has the ability to put a tagTb into Case 2 or
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Case 3. From the Learning phase,A puts the state ofT1 in
the beginning ofCase 1, because it’s related transcript
involves two information flows at this time. Therefore,
AdvUPriv

A (k)=1.

3 The proposed scheme

The different delegated readers receiving the same
messages in the W0 scheme may result in some potential
problems: if one of the delegated readers is compromised,
it is difficult for the authority to find which reader is
untrustworthy.

Each of the offline reader must have a uniqueIDR− ,
different secrets and pseudonyms. Moreover, theδ
calculation formulas contain delegated readerIDR− used
in the tag’s response. For a delegation protocol, it is
important to distinguish whether its corresponding entity
is a legitimate tag or another delegated reader. The
revised protocol differentiate between two entities by
embedding a unique secretδ , which is shared by the
server and the tag but not by the reader.

The procedure of the authentication phase is depicted
in Fig. 2.

The proposed scheme involves two different phases.
The first phase is set up phase.DB randomly selects a key
k and valuesm and x0 and computes identifiersxi as
xi = ek(xi−1) for 1≤ i ≤ m for each tag.DB generates a
random stringrR, IDR− andδ = dz(IDR−‖k). Then,DB
sendsrR, IDR− andδ to the offline readerR−.

The second phase is authentication phase. This phase
is divined in two different cases.DB performs the tag
identification in constant for a normalcase 1 usingReq1
and accomplishes a linear search in an abnormalcase 2
usingReq2.

The procedure of the authentication phase is depicted
as follows.

Case 1 (Delegation Request)
1. Upon reception ofrR and IDR−, the tag checks

whetherc equals to zero. If not, then the following steps
are performed:

(a) Then it allows the tag to use hash functionality and
calculatesδ = dz(IDR−‖k), MT = fk(rR‖x‖δ ) and updates
x to ek(x‖z) andc to c−1. Then it transmits(rR,MT ,x) to
the offline reader.

(b) Upon reception of(MT ,x,rR,Req1), DB performs
the following steps.

i. Upon reception ofReq1, DB uses the receivedx to
quickly search forxi and identify the tag in constant time.

ii. Checks thatfk(rR‖xi−1‖δ ) equals to the received
MT , wherek andδ are the key belonging to the identified
tag. If the equation is verified,DB authenticated the tag.
Next, it reduces the corresponding tags’ identifiers.

iii. CalculatesMs = gz(k‖rR‖MT ) and transmits (rR,
Ms) to the tag.

iv. If x = xm, the tag’s secrets are renewed:k
′
← k,

k← gz(MT‖rR‖k‖x), m
′
← h(k), x
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0← x,
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Fig. 2: The proposed scheme.

xi(1≤ i≤ m)← x
′

i(1≤ i≤ m
′
)wherex

′

i = e
′

k(x
′

i−1‖z).
(c) Upon reception of(rR,Ms), the tag checks whether

c equals to zero.
i. If c = 0,T checksMs = gz(k‖rR‖MT ) usingk, rR and

MT . If T authenticatesDB successfully, then its secrets are
renewed:k← gz(MT‖rR‖k||x),c← h(k).

ii. If c 6= 0, suspends the protocol.
Case 2 (Delegation Update)
2. Upon reception ofrR andIDR+, the tag produces a

random noncerT and checks whetherc equals to zero. If
yes, a step by step description is also given below:

(a) The tag calculates the messagesδ = dz(IDR+‖k),
M1 = fk(rR‖rT‖δ ) and M2 = rT ⊕ x. Then it transmits
(rR,M1,M2,Req2) to DB.

(b) Upon reception of M1,M2 and Req2, DB
implements the following steps.

i. Searches for a valuex = xm or x = x0 for which
M1 = fk(rR‖M2⊕ x‖δ ). Then DB finds the match and
authenticates the tag.

ii. Calculates Ms = gz(k‖rR‖rT‖M1) and transmits
(rR,Ms) to the tag.
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iii. If x = xm, then the secrets are renewed:k′← k, k←
gz(M1‖rT‖rR‖k‖x),m

′
← h(k),x

′

0← x,xi(1≤ i ≤ m)←

x
′

i(1≤ i≤ m
′
) wherex

′

i = e
′

k(x
′

i−1‖z).
iv. If x = x0, its secrets are renewed:
k ← gz(M1‖rT‖rR‖k‖x), m ← h(k),x0 ← x, xi

(1≤ i≤ m)← xi (1≤ i≤ m) wherexi = ek(xi−1‖z).
(c) Upon reception of(rR,Ms), the tag checks whether

Ms = gz(k‖rR‖rT‖M1) equals to the receivedMs, then its
secrets are renewed:

k← gz(M1‖rT‖rR‖k‖x),c← h(k).

4 Security analysis and performance analysis

Before giving security analysis of our revised protocol,
we want to stress three critical distinctions between our
protocol and other schemes.

(a) Notice that compared with the original W0
protocol, our proposed protocol needs one less execution
of the message computation from the reader, while the
computational complexity of messageMs becomes simple
for the delegated reader.

On the other side, our revision uses the same secret
update procedure as that in the W2 scheme except that
Ms1 is replaced byMs, and instead of sending messages
Ms1 andMs2 in the last step, messageMs is transmitted.
The reader do not perform a bitwise XOR operation of
the data Ms, thus the computational complexity is
reduced. Consequently, on the tag side,T need not verify
the integrity of the messageMs.

(b) A solution to reducing the maximum complexity
of the search can be that add two different flags to the tags
response in order to distinguish delegation request from
delegation update. The tag then sendsrR,MT , andx back
to DB with a requestReq1 for an normal update state in
case1.

On the other hand, two flags of the requests are slightly
different if the tag is in a rare abnormal state as is incase
2 whenDB receives the requestReq2.

In the W0 and W2 protocol, such a flagSecReq gives a
hint to an adversary to distinguish the tag’s state from the
different cases.

In [3], the Erguler’s theorem demonstrates an
impossibility in achieving any form of untraceability as
long as the attacker decides its unbalanced states by
checking whether the tag response includesSecReq
message or not.

In the W1 protocol, the messages{rR,MT ,x} of case
1 and {rR,M1,M2} of case 2 are similar,DB can not
distinguish and do not know how to perform the
following proceedings.

(c) The number of exchanged flows during different
cases of our revision is same. It is impossible for the
attacker to identify and trace the state of the target tag.

A. Security analysis
Although the W2 scheme is vulnerable to traceability

attack due to different numbers of message flows, this

Table 2: security properties comparisons
Attack types W1 W2 Ours

Traceability attack N N Y
Tag impersonation attack N Y Y
Desynchronization attack N Y Y

problem has been resolved in the revised protocol. To
repel the cited attack, there are three information flows in
both cases of the revised scheme.

(a)Resistance to impersonation attack
If we analyse the revised scheme, it can be seen that

an authority can distinguish compromised entity from all
readers by using the previously described reader identifiers
IDR− andδ . The reason is that only the registered tag can
computeM1 which directly depends on freshly generated
rT andδ values.

Therefore, a unique secretz can be used to
differentiate between tags and other delegated readers in
order to protect against tag impersonation attack.
Moreover, the reader identifier should be taken as an input
in computing the tag’s response message in order to find
quickly which reader is untrustworthy for the authority.

(b) Resistance to DoS attack
The number of tag is scalable when the reader verify

the tag. The revised scheme has the advantage of
controlled delegation with embedded couter both on the
tag and the reader, whereas we prefer to usem on reader’s
side to protect against DoS attack.

(c) Resistance to tracking attack
Although the W1 and W2 protocols might hide the

tags’ identifiers from adversaries,it is not difficult for an
attacker to decide the state of case using eavesdropped
communications.

The proposed protocol protects against the tag
tracking attack because of the use of security parameterδ
appropriately. Hence, an adversary can not convince the
reader to believe that the fake tags are legitimate, even if
he knows the secrets.

Hence, when an adversary tries to drop the target tag
in the casec = 0 by querying it more thanm times in the
Execute phase, it has no way to trace the past rounds of
the target tag. Therefore, the revision provides forward
untraceability.

Furthermore, the backward traceability attack is
impossible with respect to the existence of the look-up
table which keeps corresponding hash values of the
recordsx.

In addition, the message structures in the revised
scheme are similar to the original W2 scheme that make
the proposed protocol resistant to other attacks according
to the presented proofs.

Table 2 summarizes the security properties
comparisons, whereY denotes that the protocol resists
such an attack andN denotes that the protocol does not
protect against such an attack.

B. Per f ormance analysis
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(a)Computational aspect
Regarding the computation on server’s side, Song’s

scheme takes four hash operations, and Habibi’s scheme
takes six while our scheme takes five.

The complexity of this search can also be globally
reduced because the look-up table keeps the
corresponding hash value of each tag’s identifierx.

(b) Scalability
The revised protocol takesO(1) work to authenticate

a tag incase 1 and implementsO(n) work to update the
secrets of the tag incase 2. With this mechanism, it is
possible to achieve minimum complexity ofO(1) for tag
identification.

(c) Communication
Furthermore, our scheme verifies the message integrity

MS and mitigates the computational load of the server by
reducing the number of exchanged message instep 2 of
case 2, while there are three messages in the W2 protocol
under identical conditions.

The above performance comparisons show that our
scheme has a reasonable execution efficiency, which is
superior to the W0, W1 and W2 protocol. However, the
computation of low-cost tags can not afford more hash
operations.

5 Conclusions and further work

This article has demonstrated the security weaknesses of
previous schemes. Additionally, we propose SRDP
scheme to enhance the security and protect against tag
tracing attacks by adding only one more hash function.
The delegation of the reader is controlled depending on
the counter valuec andm

′
respectively stored in the tag

and reader. As a consequence, an adversary can not
impersonate a tag. Our protocol can distinguish malicious
readers from all other readers, because different offline
readers have different rights andIDR−.

Therefore, we conclude that the security requirements
can be met by adding two different flags to distinguish
two different cases. Furthermore, our future work is to
improve the schemes without any more hash functions,
because the computation of low cost tags can not afford
more hash operations.
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